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ABSTRACT

To understand the evolution that took place in the vertical communication systems of the noble houses, in Portugal, 
from the beginning of the XVIIth century until the end of the XVIIIth century, it is necessary to realize the reasons 
that made a simple utility element of connection between floors to become a key element, around which, the 
palaces came to conform.

Among the factors that influenced the Portuguese society in this two centuries, are to be noted: the Iberian Union 
and the lack of wealth that the country already exhibited, due to the decline of the maritime empire, the Restauration 
of Independence and the war that succeeded, making the country even more poorer, the displacement of the 
court nobility to Lisbon, after the war was over, the discovery of gold in Brazil that enriches the Portuguese crown 
once more, the Baroque and the import of ideals that are associated with it, the construction of major public 
buildings such as the Convent of Mafra, the earthquake of 1755 and the reconstruction of Lisbon’s downtown, and 
also, already in the transition between the XVIIIth century to the XIXth century, some influence from the Industrial 
Revolution and the European Neoclassicism.

The Architecture is directly influenced by all these factors, softly leaving behind the “Plain Architecture” ’s, austere, 
poor and military style, to become an international baroque architecture, turning to be, at the end of the XVIIIth 
century, a mixture between the Baroque, the Late-Baroque and the Neoclassicism. With the displacement of the 
court nobility, to Lisbon, after the War of Restauration, the palaces suffered great modifications, due to the necessity 
to renew their old noble houses, giving them a new baroque appearance, of strict metric and scenic design.  Linked 
to this will to create an entire and magnificent theatrical look, the noble staircases of the palaces cease to be simple 
elements of communication to become the core generator and articulator of all the building.
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01 | INTRODUCTION

Held under the Master in Architecture at Instituto Superior Técnico, this thesis 
focuses on the staircase study of Portuguese palatial buildings between the 
XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries, trying to understand the evolution and also the 
existing typological diversification that was adopted over this period in these 
residences of the nobility. To clarify the socio-cultural, historical and urban 
influences that led to many of these vertical communication systems to suffer 
conceptually a change of scale, spatiality and importance, getting to be, in 
some cases the core generator and starting point to the overall design of the 
building.

Despite the complexity of the palatial buildings in Portugal along the centuries 
in focus here, it is important to understand, as a comparison, the universality 
or specificity of the Portuguese stairs.

Being necessary to the investigation a city of reference, it was decided by the 
city of Lisbon, not only by the possibility of carrying out “in situ” visits but mostly 
for being the capital of the Portuguese Empire, where the court had both 
townhouses as suburban and rural. For this study it is interesting this variation 
of uses that happens between urban palaces, suburban and villas since they 
have specific and different spatial organizations and may for example occur 
greater freedom of design in areas outside the urban fabric, existing in these 
cases the possibility of designing a building from scratch.

To reach a reliable interpretation of the typological evolution that existed on the 
stairs of the palaces in Lisbon, it was necessary to put together a set of case 
studies, sufficiently large so as to eliminate any doubts existing in the historical 
reading of the palaces, which in about four hundred years suffered almost in 
general, many changes.

It was made a list of palaces whose construction would have been initiated 
between the beginning of the XVIIth century and the late XVIIIth century and 
whose staircases were potentially significant for the study. 

After a long selection were chosen fifty case studies, which include specifically, 
thirty-six urban palaces, six suburban palaces, seven villas and a royal palace 
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(convent-palace).

Proceeded after by photographic documentation of all the palaces possible 
to visit and graphical documentation in order to compare the multiple case 
studies.

After the collection of documentation, it was made a typological organization of 
all the studied stairs, displaying them then with a logic around their evolution 
as a type, giving particular attention to the materiality used in each case. Often 
had to do a spatial and ornamental abstraction in order to achieve better 
understanding of each example and realize what specifically corresponds to 
the time in study and which elements correspond to later times.

The final order selected was:

Strait staircases, staircases with two consecutive flights (in L), staircases 
with three consecutive flights (in C), staircases with four consecutive flights 
(in square �), staircases with opposite flights, staircases with symmetrical 
flights, imperial staircases, inverted imperial staircases and last but already out 
of this evolutionary logic, complex staircases without a specific type possible to 
typify, are presented at the end of the set. The impossibility to define a typology 
in this last example is the result of successive modifications that the palaces 
had over the years, leading to a need to adapt the original core of stairs in 
order to meet the new requirements.

With this very objective approach was then possible to reach an initial 
conclusion as what may have been the evolution of the stairs of the palaces 
in Lisbon between the XVIIth and XVIIIth centuries, trying after to verify, at 
a larger scale, the specificity of the Portuguese stairs or, on the contrary, its 
universality and uniformity with a “European style”, choosing for this purpose 
palaces in Spain, Italy and France. 

Were then chosen palaces in Barcelona, Milan and Paris, not only for their 
importance in each of these three countries, but also because, at present day, 
there is wider information available about them. 
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02 | EVOLUTION OF THE NOBLE STAIRCASES

In the XVIIth century, we still see in Lisbon, like the common dwelling houses 
at that time, a lot of stairs that were not based on a preconceived and specific 
desing and their location in the palace seemed failry random.

These architectural trends occurred mainly because there were no concerns 
at the time relevant to the design of the vertical communication elements, 
often reusing previously existing buildings in those places, such as the Palácio 

Belmonte, with its small and short staircase and without ornamentation. Even 
when they are drawn from scratch, they still don’t present any particular 
implementation or disclose any intention to provide the palace of a noble 
upward path, such as the case of the Palácio Flor da Murta, also with a straight 
staircase but going from back to the front of the palace, almost hidden from the 
entrance and Palácio Teles de Menezes, with its staircase in L placed in the 
palace’s northeast corner, or the case of Palácio dos Condes de São Miguel, 
with a staircase with opposite flights, placed at the corner of a courtyard, with 
both flights having different dimensions. Also significant is the case of Palácio 

do Barão de Alvito, with two sets of stairs that demonstrate the lack of will at 
that time to provide the palace with a unique and well-designed staircase, even 
after the renovations it had in later years.

After the War of Restoration, being in peace with Spain, and the final 
establishment of the court in Lisbon, it begins to emerge the first examples of 
a concern to provide the palaces of a noble upward path, starting with the case 
of Palácio Braço de Prata which, although it still has a staircase with a poor and 
rugged design, it includes already a large entrance hall, just after the portal, 
like Quinta dos Távoras, and has the first set of stairs centered within the wall 
that is at the opposite side of the entrance gate. However, this vestibule is 
relatively elementary, by not having yet a domed structure, featuring instead 
two large arches supporting a flat roof, probably in wood.  

At the turning from the XVIIth to the XVIIIth century, we begin to see a wide 
dissemination of the specific design learned in “Aula do Paço” in the palatial 
civil architecture, verifying, as a rule, combined with a general redesign of the 
palaces by architects such as João Antunes or Padre Frederico Tinoco da 
Silva, the insertion of an entrance hall / vestibule and a more careful design, 
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trained and evolved design of the types of staircases. 

We also see, at this time, the first examples of opposite flights stairs, for its 
configuration facilitate the organization of the interior of the palaces, and start 
being adopted with increasing frequenciy.

To this easy organization within the palaces is associated also the placement 
of the stairs in a stairwell, with the right to a specific location within the palace, 
that occupies the same place in plan, on all floors.

As we reach the XVIIIth century we start to observe the opening of this stairwell 
(a fact associated with the new configuration of the palaces, starting to have, 
generally, only two floors where, the noble floor is located at the top), and then 
proceeds to have double and triple headroom which ultimately gives the stairs 
a greater scale and magnificence that the previous staircases didn’t have due 
to being close between two walls. 

One of the element that shows the evolution of the stairs in the palaces is the 
very physical division between the flights, that until the late XVIIIth century, 
evolves in terms of materiality, ornamentation and complexity, through the 
partition wall in masonry of the previous century, to a smaller partition wall with 
a rail in stone over it, then replaced with simple rod iron handrail and later by 
a balustrade in stone and at the end of the XVIIIth century by a wrought iron 
ornamented handrail which would be perfected until the XIXth century. 

In the early XVIIIth century we begin to see a diversity in the types of stairs, 
as there is now a carefull drawing and insertion of ornamental elements on a 
larger scale in urban palaces, which in the previous century almost exclusively 
only appeared in villas, due to the enrichment of the Portuguese crown, with 
the gold from Brazil, in the reing of king D. Pedro II and king D.João V, as 
we see the establishment of the court nobility in Lisbon, and the coming to 
Portugal of foreign architects that dominated the trace of Baroque architecture, 
such as Johann Friedrich Ludwig, Antonio Canevari,  Martell Károly, Giovanni 
Carlo Galli-Bibiena and Jean-Baptiste Robillon

Yet in this century, appeared the first example of an imperial staircase designed 
from scratch, and which determined the whole palace organization of which it 
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is part. It is the staircase of Palácios dos Condes de Alvor, assigned to the 
design of João Antunes, who turns out to be one of the major works that the 
architect performed in civil architecture.

In the middle of the XVIIIth century, particularly before the 1755 earthquake, 
continues to exist in Lisbon a wide variety of types of staircases, this variety 
that remains until the late XVIIIth century.

It follows therefore that until the earthquake in Lisbon, it continues to increase 
the variety of types of stairs in the palaces. However it should be noted the 
trend towards the centralization of the staircase at the axis of the building, as 
the most representative cases of Palácio Lavradio and Palácio das Açafatas, 
but also in a more elaborated type as in Palácio das Necessidades and Palácio 

dos Almadas.

It also increases the tendency to include a vestibule or an entrance hall, directly 
linked to the main facade and the core of stairs, unless when there is a patio 
in the middle such as the exceptions of Palácio dos Marqueses de Nisa, and 
the already mentioned Palácio das Necessidades and Palácio dos Almadas.

Increases also the tendency to experiment more complex types of stairs, 
exploring the question of symmetry (something only dimly seen in previous 
decades, with the symmetrical opposite flights or the symmetrical flight stairs), 
as in the case of Palácio das Necessidades, with symmetrical L type stairs,  
Palácio Lavradio with symmetrical C type stairs, Palácio dos Almadas with 
symmetrical L type stairs with an extra flight of entrance, and also the inverted 
imperial staircase of Palácio da Mitra. 

In decorative terms, in this time, we finally start to see a lot of stairs decorated 
with painted embossed stucco, also associated to the continuous application 
of ceramic portuguese style azulejos or other technique of artistic autonomy 
corresponding to individual developments.

Starts also to appear the application of metal handrails contrasting with the old 
and simple masonry walls or balustrades in stone.

With the earthquake and the reconstruction of Lisbon’s downtown, there are 
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some palaces with four floors, leading to the spread of the opposing flights 
stairs, with their functionally practical side, as for its easy insertion into the 
palaces and solid structure, as in the case of Palácio Valada-Azambuja and 
Palácio Caldas, where there is some ornamental stripping (in the first case 
contradicted later by the addition of stucco and azulejos tiles in the vestibule), 
or the case of Palácio dos Condes de Penafiel that the great hight variation of 
the adjacent streets lead to the adaptation of an unusual reality giving use to a 
first set of opposite flights stairs, followed by a C type staircase.

However, it is also at this time that the Late-Baroque turns out to have higher 
expression in the palaces in Lisbon, giving them an elaborated ornamentation, 
such as the case of Quinta das Laranjeiras, that although it has a straight 
type of staircase, it has a massive scale and, upstairs, ultimately includes a 
balcony to observe the entire scenic ascension moment. Or the extreme case 
of Palácio Condeixa, with its staircase of opposite flights with pump, structure 
and ornamentation as the Italianate Palácio Marim-Olhão. The case of Palácio 
do Machadinho, with its staircase of symmetrical opposite flights, with an 
elaborate metal handrail, or the Palácio Ribeira Grande, which its staircase of 
symmetrical straight flights (semicircular) with additional flight and its walls and 
roof coated with a lot of stucco and false marble. 

03 | EUROPEAN BOARD AND COMPARISON WITH LISBON

Comparing specifically the stairs of the Portuguese palaces in Lisbon, one can 
see that the main elements that define them are their large entrance hall, almost 
always centered with the main portal, followed by the apparatus staircase also 
centered, identifying then more examples of the imperial staircase type, the 
opposite flights type and, more generally, of the stairs with symmetrical flights.

These stairs usually have a handrail in stone balaustrade, which ends in the 
late XVIIIth century to be a metal handrail with ornaments, and its walls are 
decorated by Portuguese tiles and stucco. The structure of the staircase, 
evolves from the XVIIth century in a linear structure almost exclusively vaulted 
to a complex structure getting supported on pillars and beams in stone. 

Given that the palaces of Lisbon are of a clearly different scale than the 
Parisians, Milanese or Barcelonan ones, turns out to be evident the distance 
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that exists between them.

However, there are some morphological similarities between the French 
palaces when not behaving like U-shaped palaces, but as urban palaces with 
the main facade facing the street, having always, as in the Portuguese case, 
a central gateway in the building, overlooking a covered entrance hall, which 
gives access to the core of stairs. This type of entrance is therefore the most 
similar to a Portuguese type found in the three cities used for comparison. 

As for the types of staircase, the palaces which are most similar to the 
Portuguese ones, are the Milanese, using preferably, as in Lisbon, the stairs 
with opposite flights and the imperial staircase. 

In decorative terms, the Portuguese palaces of the late XVIIIth century are 
similar to those of the other three cities, with the use of stone and stucco. 
However, the systematic use of tiles, turns out to individualize most of the 
Portuguese stairs. 

Finally, the handrails of the Portuguese staircases, at the end of the century, 
are more ornately influenced by the Parisian palaces, seeing a replacement of 
the Milanese influence of the late stone balustrade handrails, with the use of 
wrought iron ones.

04 | CONCLUSION

As already stated, there was in Portugal, specifically in Lisbon, since the early 
XVIIth century a lot of events that directly influenced the architecture.

Starting the XVIIth century with the Spanish presence in Lisbon, usually 
associated time in Portugal to a “Plain Architecture”, poor and stripped of 
ornaments, robust and of a military nature, with few striking examples of civil 
aristocrat architecture, there are almost no palatial staircases, and the ones 
that had one, were more of an utilitarian nature then of representation.

With the end of the War of Restauration and the court to be set up in Lisbon, 
many families begin to need to renew their palaces, increasingly concerned 
with the organization of the facades and the entry and arrival route to the main 
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noble floor and several palaces already include an entrance hall attached to 
the core of stairs. By the time it also starts to disclose in the civil architecture 
the ashlars patterned and figurative tiles in the partial coating of walls. 

At the turn of the XVIIth century to the XVIIIth century, appear several examples 
of opposing flights stairs within confined walls, replacing the straight stair 
and the L type that were not enough to acquire a uniqueness and specificity 
within the palaces. It also appears the first examples of palaces designed 
from scratch, including staircases that begins to experience various other 
types with more complexity, such as the symmetrical opposite flights type with 
extra entrance flight. Along with this experimentalist evolution still associated 
to the design of architects of “Aula do Paço”, also begins to be visible the 
intention to provide the palaces of a baroque theatrical ascension path, with 
the significant increase in the size of the vestibule, with the corresponding 
creation of a scenic route where the nobles would be delivered, at the entrance 
of the staircase, being therefore necessary to facilitate the coaches to enter 
and leave the palace.

In the early XVIIIth century begins to exist a movement towards the 
centralization and axialization of the staircases in the palace, while continuing 
to work in the typological complexity of previous stairs, reaching the types of 
four consecutive flights, or even the imperial staircase.

The later type is, throughout the XVIIIth century, the most publicized, worked 
and evolved, not excluding however the continued existence of other types 
of stair, with particular emphasis on the ones with symmetrical flights, and 
verifying that although simple types like the flight stairs, opposite flights and C 
type stairs, continue to be part of a whole wide range of palaces, reaching in 
many cases, to be examples of great architectural, structural and ornamental 
quality.

It happens however, in the Portuguese palaces, an overvaluation of the 
staircase access zone, giving sometimes the existence of a stairway with 
reduced dimensions compared with its vestibule, as in Palácio Lavradio, 
which prevents the staircase to achieve a greater grandeur, possibly achieved 
with the adoption of larger steps and a larger final observation level. The type 
adopted for staircases, also influences the overall reading of the stairwell, in 
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which cases as the imperial staircase compared with the symmetrical flights 
types, are theatrically superior, having a design that moves forward and then 
backward, allowing a larger gap between the level of observation and the path 
the nobles use. 

In terms of ornaments, the Portuguese staircases are usually coated with 
ashlars Portuguese tiles and painted with plaster, also standing out in greater 
opulence or later palaces, coatings made of stone and / or stucco.

The material evolution that has most impact on the staircase with the passage 
of time, is the use of handraild in wrought iron instead of stone, and the use of 
stucco painted with reliefs instead of simple smooth and white plaster.

Regarding the specificity of Portuguese stairs in the European case compared 
to the stairs of the palaces of Barcelona, Milan and Paris, it is concluded that, 
most likely, there were more organizational and morphological similarities with 
the Parisian palaces, mainly for having in some cases one possible inspiration 
from French models, but also by the scale or configuration when those palaces 
facade is turned to the street. 

In terms of adopted types, there is usually a greater resemblance to the 
Milanese palaces then to the Barcelona or Paris ones, however there are 
always exceptions to the rule as in the case of the Palácio Silva Amado, whose 
staircases are similar to the Parisian type of open room, with pump and in C 
type, or as in the case of Palácio dos Condes do Redondo, whose staircase, 
although enclosed between walls, moves around the main courtyard, similar to 
the stairs of the Catalan palaces in Barcelona.
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